Oxidative degradation of Bisphenol A by carbocatalytic activation of persulfate and peroxymonosulfate with reduced graphene oxide.
In the present study, novel metal-free activation of persulfate (PS) and peroxymonosulfate with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was investigated to degrade Bisphenol A (BPA), one of the most important endocrine disrupting compounds, from different aqueous matrices, namely distilled water (DW) and municipal wastewater treatment plant effluent (TWW). The home-made rGO was characterize and the effect of oxidant (PS and PMS) and catalyst (rGO) concentrations on BPA degradation rates in DW and TWW samples was examined. Complete BPA degradation occurred in DW and TWW with the PS/rGO treatment system after 10 min and 30 min, respectively, whereas 94% (DW) and 83% (TWW) BPA removals were obtained with PMS/rGO for the same treatment period (BPA = 2 mg/L; rGO = 0.02 g/L; PS = 0.25 mM; PMS = 0.5 mM). The radical quenching experiments demonstrated that the SO4- predominated in the activation of PS and PMS with rGO for BPA removal, however, HO contributed to the catalytic oxidation process but to a lower extend. The reusability test results, where the catalyst was deactivated seriously just after second cycle, highlighted the need for further studies to enhance the stability of rGO. This study represented an environmentally benign and efficient oxidative treatment of BPA along with insights into the rGO activated PS or PMS processes.